For energy storage based urban rail vehicles, development of representative driving cycles is of great significance in the performance test and optimal sizing of energy storage systems. This paper proposes stationbased microtrip analysis method to synthesize driving cycles for urban rail vehicles. Firstly, the data are segmented into microtrips by stations and then categorized depending on running time. Subsequntly, seventeen kinematics-related characteristic parameters are picked to describe each microtrip followed by the calculation of square Euclidean distances (referred as distance hereinafter) between microtrips with two methods. The first method employs the selected characteristic parameters to compute the distances while the second method adopts the components extracted by principal component analysis for calculation. On the principle of minimizing the sum of distance to the other microtrips, the candidate microtrip of each station which has the closest match to the realworld driving conditions is selected. Later the candidate of each station is spliced station by station and representative driving cycles can be achieved. Finally, a comparative analysis is made between the generated cycles and raw data to evaluate the validity of synthesized driving cycles. The results demonstrate that the driving cycles synthesized by these two methods are highly consistent with the original data in terms of statistical parameters and velocity probability distribution. Furthermore, with respect to energy economy, the relative error of driving cycles generated by PCA is within 2%, less than that obtained by characteristic parameters which is within 9%.
Introduction
With the increasing rate of modernization, urban rail transit, as an emerging public transportation system, has developed rapidly in the past decade, effectively alleviating the traffic congestion and environmental pollution problems in the city [1] . Meanwhile, in order to eliminate the disadvantages of traditional catenary power supply mode in urban rail transit, applying energy storage systems to urban rail vehicles as a power source becomes a research hot spot in recent years [2] .
In the study of the above-mentioned new power supply mode, lifecycle analysis of energy storage elements and optimal design of on-board energy storage systems both rely on an in-depth understanding of vehicles' driving conditions [3] . Besides, the impact of vehicle charging on the grid can be assessed more accurately with detailed information on the vehicles' usage profile. Moreover, due to the high power grade of urban rail vehicles, the calorific value of the energy storage system is large, which has a critical impact on the health and safety of the energy storage elements. Hence, a measurement procedure dependent on the real-world driving behavior of vehicles is needed for the thermal management of energy storage systems. In addition, a variety of charging modes have been proposed for energy storage based urban rail vehicles, such as every-stop charging mode, fast-swap mode and so on, thus a representative scenario is necessary to evaluate all kinds of charging modes of urban rail vehicles [4] .
Driving cycles are a set of velocity-time profiles which can not only mirror the kinematics characteristics of vehicles but also provide an insight into the energy consumption and power demand in the driving process. At present study on driving cycles synthesis for automobiles has been very mature and extensive. A wide range of driving cycles has been proposed for different types of vehicles with different road conditions, such as US FTP cycles, NEDC, Japan 10-15 cycles and so on. Besides, except for a number of widely accepted legislative driving cycles, quantities of non-legislative driving cycles are developed to capture the driving characteristics of specific areas [5] . Sydney Cycle and Beijing Cycles are the typical examples of nonlegislative driving cycles. Furthermore, the methodology for driving cycle synthesis has been heavily investigated to improve the accuracy. For example, considering the correlation between characteristic parameters and the fuel consumption, Qin et al. constructed the typical driving cycles on the principle that the closer to the cluster center, the more representative the microtrip is [6] . Soheil et al. defined a figure of merit to select candidate cycles and incorporated a pattern representing most probable downtimes of vehicles to construct a 24-h duty cycle [7] . Gao et al. conducted the factor analysis to optimize the characteristic parameters and applied multi-island genetic algorithm combined with sequential quadratic programming to optimize the initial cluster center, thus the accuracy of synthesized cycles was improved [8] . Miao et al. used Markov chains to generate driving cycles so that the randomness of transient driving characteristics can be reflected [9] . Emilia et al. described a new method to synthesize driving cycles based on multidimensional Markov chains where not only velocity but also road slope information are taken into consideration [10] .
However, an extensive literature survey reveals no reference to the development of driving cycles for urban rail vehicles. Based on a database collected from Haizhu Line in Guangzhou, China, this paper proposes station-based microtrip analysis method to synthesize driving cycles for urban rail vehicles, which means to choose the candidate microtrip of each station based on certain rules and then splice them in turn, thus generating the real-world driving cycles. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the methodology of developing driving cycles for urban rail vehicles. Section 3 describes the procedure of driving cycle synthesis in details. Following the validation of synthesized driving cycles in section 4, conclusion is given in section 5.
Methodology of developing driving cycle
In reference to relevant experience of EVs and based on the regular characteristics of urban rail transit, this paper proposes station-based microtrip analysis method to synthesize driving cycles for urban rail vehicles. The overall procedure is illustrated in Fig.1 . Firstly, the data are preprocessed into microtrips and then clustered by running time. Subsequently, a set of characteristic parameters are selected and the distances between microtrips are calculated. In order to make the generated cycles have a better representative of realworld driving conditions, we introduce two methods to calculate the distances with overall synthesis procedure unchanged. Method A uses the selected characteristic parameters to calculate the distances directly while in method B, PCA is carried out for the characteristic parameters, and the distances between microtrips are calculated by using the retained components. Following the principle of minimizing the sum of distances to the other microtrips, the candidate microtrip of each station can be obtained. Then we splice the candidate microtrip of each station in turn and thus representative driving cycles can be achieved. Finally, generated driving cycles are verified by comparing characteristic parameters, velocity probability distribution and energy economy with the average value of the original data. The data used in this study are collected from Haizhu Line in Guangzhou, China. It is about 7.7km with 11 operation stations and 2 turn-back stations. Seven trams operate on the line from 7:30 to 22:00. In the present study, data from seven trams over five days including date, time, velocity, travelling distance and so on are recorded at 5 Hz frequency. Finally, more than 35 million data points are obtained, which are assessed to contain sufficient information to generate representative driving cycles for urban rail vehicles.
Driving cycle synthesis.

Segmentation into microtrips
A driving cycle consists of a series of microtrips which are defined as driving periods between idle states of vehicles. For urban rail vehicles which have exclusive road right, a microtrip refers to the travelling snippet bounded by two consecutive stations. Taking slope information and turn-back time into consideration, the collected data are divided into up direction and down direction, and then segmented into microtrips, respectively. Finally, 208 microtrips for each station in each direction are obtained.
Data classification
Different from driving cycles of EVs which are affected by road type, level of congestion and so on, urban rail vehicles operate in a relative simple driving condition with fixed driving route and exclusive road right. It only has peak period and off-peak period with the change of passenger flow, which is reflected in the difference of running time within a day. Table 1 shows the cluster result of microtrips by SPSS based on running time. 
Selection and calculation of characteristic parameters
Statistical criteria are required to select candidate microtrips of each station and evaluate the synthesized driving cycles. A set of 17 parameters, as listed in Table  2 , is used to characterize each microtrip obtained. Then the characteristic parameter matrix X of each station can be obtained as follows: (1) where p denotes the number of microtrips, q denotes the number of characteristic parameters and xij denotes the value of the j-th characteristic parameter of the i-th microtrip.
In order to eliminate the influence of dimension difference between characteristic parameters, matrix X is normalized to matrix Y by Eq. (3) ~ (5). Then PCA is carried out by SPSS to eliminate the correlation between characteristic parameters. Then we could get new matrix Z described by principal components, as shown in Eq. (6), where m denotes the number of principal components, zij denotes the value of the j-th principal component of the i-th microtrip. 
Driving cycle synthesis
To ensure that synthesized driving cycles have the closest match to the real-world driving conditions of urban rail vehicles, this paper selects the candidate microtrip of each station by means of square Euclidean distance, as shown in Eq. (7):
where n denotes the number of parameters which refers to q in method A and m in method B, mkj denotes the value of the j-th parameter of the k-th microtrip which refers to ykj in method A and zkj in method B, di denotes the sum of distances between the i-th microtrip and the others with n parameters.
According to Eq. (8), the microtrip that has the minimum distance to the others is selected as the candidate microtrip of this station and those of the other stations can be obtained in the same way. Next we splice the candidate microtrips station by station and representative driving cycles are synthesized. Due to space limitation, only driving cycles in up direction generated by two methods are given, as shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3 . 
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Validation of synthesized driving cycles
In this paper, three methods are applied to validate the synthesized driving cycles. One method is to compare the statistical parameters values of generated cycles with the average values of raw data. Table 2 takes peak period in up direction for example to show the relative errors of parameters values. It can be observed that the relative errors of standard deviation of positive acceleration and standard deviation of negative acceleration are a little large due to the limitation of the data sampling system. However, since the absolute errors of these two parameters are small, there is little effect on the validity of the synthesized driving cycles. Except for the above two parameters and those with great contingency such as maximum velocity, maximum positive acceleration and minimum negative acceleration, the relative errors of other parameters such as mean velocity, total time and so on are all within 5%, a range considered as a reasonable degree of deviation. The comparison results of the other three driving cycles are similar and will not be listed here.
In order to make a more intuitive analysis of velocity matching between driving cycles and raw data, Fig.4 shows the comparison of velocity probability distributions. It can be seen that the velocity probability distribution of vehicles is relatively flat in peak period while has a steep rise at 30km/h in off-peak period. Furthermore, to quantitatively evaluate the two methods, we apply Eq. (9) to calculate the average errors of velocity probability distribution, where v denotes the maximum velocity, pi denotes the probability at velocity i in synthesized driving cycles, qi denotes the probability at velocity i in raw data. The results shown in Table. 3 demonstrate that driving cycles developed by the two methods both can closely mirror velocity probability distributions of real-world driving conditions while method A has a better accuracy. 0.36 raw data-peak period method A-peak period method B-peak period raw data-off-peak period method A-off-peak period method B-off-peak period probability velocity(km/h) raw data-peak period method A-peak period method B-peak period raw data-off-peak period method A-peak period method B-off-peak period Another method to validate driving cycles is to investigate energy economy of urban rail vehicles, which is defined as total energy consumption divided by the distance travelled. As can be seen from Table. 4, in terms of energy economy, the driving cycles synthesized by method B outperform those developed by method A.
Conclusion
The main contribution of this study is to address the gap of driving cycle synthesis in urban rail transit. Considering the regularity of urban rail vehicles operation, station-based microtrip analysis method is proposed to develop real-world driving cycles. Based on statistical parameters and PCA, the distance between microtrips is calculated. Then the candidate microtrip of each station is selected based on the rules of minimizing the sum of the distance. Next the candidate microtrips are spliced station by station to develop driving cycles. To verify the synthesized driving cycles, a comparative analysis is made between the generated cycles and raw data in terms of characteristic parameters, velocity probability distribution and energy economy. The results show that these two methods both can capture the main features of real-world driving conditions of urban rail vehicles but with their own advantages and disadvantages under different evaluation criteria.
